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The Sounds of Music Blown by the Wind

  A Study about Li PoJL!ZFls` E:]'s Expression of

       his Musical Illusion

Junko NAKA, Tenri University

  Li Po E4S e lived in the Xuan Zhong iLxtr ft period of Tang dynasty M. tc

when the court musical cultural level was very high, therefore he must have

appreciated the musical culture of that time. So far, Li Po's poems about

musical culture has been studied in connection with his personal experience

and his real musical abdity. Some students of the literature of the Tang dynas-

ty regarded Li Po as the furst writer of ci poem tfi:el before the Middle Tang

period4iPN . But I want to approach his poems from another angle, the angle

is an examination into the way that Li Po wanted to express his musical im-

agination in his works. Particularly, he 1iked to describe Chnese wind in-

strument dizi Mm-[li'. He was the first to use the word of "yu di" ]lhm'" many

times in his poems. After Li Po, this word was very popular among the

poets, because it expressed the free and bright sounds of dizi exactly.

Through researching Li Po's works, I conclude that his specfic characteristics

of the musical description are connected with wind. The sounds Li Po loved
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were often blown by the wind in his poems. His wind blew the court music

iirom a long distance for his sake, when he was banished to Ye Lang JEiRB in

his later years. Li Po could build a world of musical Musion all his own.

The Formation of the Liangshanbo stories

    The prehisotory of Shuihuzhuan

Ken KoMATsu, Ky6to Prefectual University

  Song Jiang fJFIial lived in the last period of Bei Song itSil, and immediately

Chna was divided in Jin f$r and Nan Song Titiiit. Therefore, Liangshanbo tcLU

za stories must have developed in Jin and Nang Song separately. Liangshanbo

lies in the tenitory of Jin, so we can suppose that in Jin, the story of Liang-

shanbo must be connected with the area. It can be cofirmed from the con-

tents of Yuan zaju Jti#ueIJ. On the other hand, in Nan Song, it seems that the

Liangshanbo stories developed in the entertainments played in Lin'an GE{;l.

We can find the story of Yang Zhi eeAL, and Lu Zhishen ss• iga ?*'e in the list of

the storytellings which was played in LinSan, and it seems that they were con-

nected with the general Yang Cunzhong aJfF mp who managed the entertain-

ment district of Lin"an about a blood relative 1 shared territorial bondmg. The

entertainment district of Lin'an was established for the soldiers from th north-

en terriory, so we have every reason to believe that the nomhem stories de-

veloped in Lin'an. Actual Yang Zhi was the bandit of Mt. Taihang JJtsÅqai LIJ and

fought against the armed forces of Jin later. We can presume that the story

seen in Da Song Xuanhe yishi iJkÅqiJil:t INme$ was formed by tying the story of

Yang Zhi in the Mt.Taihang to the story of Song Jiang Sl?I, and it became

the prototype of Shuihuzhuan ziÅqtsg.;.
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 The Two Prefaces to the "Account
of the Southwards Pointing Compass"

Hiroshi INAGAKI, Ky6to University

  The Account of the Southwards Pointing ComPass t8MSX is a poetry collec-

tion by the famous Song Sl loyalist Wen Tianxiang JSt ](IJBZ. A rare character-

istic of this work is that it contains two prefaces, both written by the author

hirnself: the Former Preface rktru rtI and the Latter Preface tkJilrF. The purpose of

this paper is to examine the reason for this double preface.

  When we compare the two prefaces we notice that their first sections re-

semble each other closely in vocabulary as well as sentence structure, and

that the Latter Preface contains more features typical of a preface than the

Fonuer Preface. It is thus difiiicult to imagine that both prefaces were aiready

present withn the original work.

  In the formation of Account of the Southwards Pointing ComPass we can dis-

cern three stages: Firstly, the descriptions that Wen recorded in real time

during his escape from the Yuan Jiiarmy. Secondly, the poetry that Wen,

together with the Former Preface, appended to these descriptions to form a

total of three fascicles. And lastly, the addition of another fascicle of poetry

and the Latter Preface. Takmg into consideration the earlier comparison be-

tween the two prefaces we can conclude that the Latter Preface was originaly

written to replace the Former Preface.

  There is evidence that the Account of the Southwards Pointing ComPass

started circulating soon after its completion. We find one of the earliest re-

ferences to it in the Sacrtficial Eulogy for the Yet-Living Pn'me Minister Wen

!EftYJ}:C7ZYg in which the author Wang Yanwu EE`J4,eÅqtl: quotes some passages

of the work in order to persuade Wen Tianxiang to commit honourable
suicide. I thus surmise that, although the Former Preface had already been re-

placed by the Latter Preface, it were the people surroundmg Wen Tianxiang

1ike Wu Yanwu who, during the process of copying and transmithng the

Account of the Southwards Pointing ComPass, added once more the Fouaer

Preface as one of the remaining manuscripts of the great loyalist.
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